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Abstract: The analysis of fast and efficient co-segmentation
algorithm is challenging due to the variety and complexities of the
images and objects. In this paper we developed efficient cosegmentation algorithm by using countering concept and color
reward strategy. Foreground similarity is defined by color reward
strategy and background consistency is known with the help of
countering concept. The performance is estimated in terms of error
rate and time cost and analysis is done on many commonly used
image data bases.The experimental results of proposed work
demonstrate that the work can efficiently do segmentation of
common objects in multiple images with lower error rates than
existing co-segmentation algorithms. The tool used for simulation
is on version Matlab 2013a.
Index terms - Co segmentation, time cost, reward strategy, error
rate.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of all image processing operations is to get
a better recognition of objects of interest i.e., identifying
suitable features that can be distinguished objects from back
ground this process is called as image segmentation and the
result is binary image. Image segmentation is very popular
image processing operation and finds many applications
such as machine vision, video surveillance, medical
imaging, recognition tasks etc. Segmentation is middle layer
image processing operation comes under image analysis as
shown in below figure.

Fig.1 Image segmentation in Image processing block
diagram

Segmentation algorithms basically classified based
discontinuity and similarity measures. Discontinuity
means sudden change in image intensity value and
similarity means portioning images into same pixel value
regions. The methods of single image based segmentation
methods are not advantageous as compared with image
co-segmentation. Image co-segmentation is used to
segment multiple images and it is now a day’s
researcher’s interested topic. The common object image
segmentation from multiple images is convenient in terms
of user interaction and can achieve precise segmentation
results as compared with single image based segmentation
method.
We now briefly summarize the topics of the remainder
of this paper. In section II, we discuss about the previous
work done co segmentation algorithms. Section III
incorporates proposed algorithm. Simulation results are
provided in Section IV to prove the proposed model.
Section V includes conclusion of this paper. Finally,
Section VI tells the future work to be carried out based on
this paper.

II.

PREVIUOS WORK

Several Co-segmentation methods have been
proposed in the past few years such as MRF based cosegmentation method [1], discriminative clustering based
co-segmentation. The objective of MRF based co
segmentation is how to measure foreground similarity
but with this optimization of energy function is a big
problem. In the MRF based co-segmentation method, the
similarity measurements are Boykov-Jolly model,
reward model, L1 norm, L2 norm. Along with MRF
based co-segmentation method, discriminative clustering
[2] and spectral clustering methods were combined to
segment objects. In MRF based co segmentation method
we found that the performance evaluation is done only
with initial pixels not seed pixels, here author used only
reward strategy. This method results unsuccessful
segmentation for database images Kim, Ilama. Image cosegmentation via active countor method [3] will not
support for region features such as shape, texture and
with this multiple image based segmentation is not
possible.
In discriminative clustering method the image co-
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segmentation results in increased error rates, and it is time
consuming task. With shape based mutual cosegmentation method [4] shape similarity is affected by
shape variations of pose, scale, rotation. This method [4]
leads to unsuccessful segmentation for image databases
like duck, cddoga.

III.

PROPOSED WORK

In this section, the detailed analysis of proposed model
is discussed. The co-segmentation process mainly
depends on energy function and then it is optimized for
better results. The flowchart shown here will describe the
proposed model.

complexity. The proposed model mainly depends on four
aspects such as energy function, region representation,
foreground similarity measurement and analysis of energy
function. Each time co segmentation function is called to
fit the object boundary and the number of iteration
depends on the complexity of images. Here the author
resized image pairs before doing co segmentation so that
the performance of the algorithm is better. Finally the
error rate and time cost is evaluated for all the image
pairs.
Energy Function
In region based method the regions are defined as
energy functions. The energy function is calculated using
curve integrals. The energy function for the curve is
defined as
Ek Ck
−λik

= 𝜇. 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡h Ck + v. Area wki
i
f Ik x, y , g w1−k
, dxdy − λok

w ik

o
f Ik x, y , g w1−k
, dxdy
w ik

Where Ik x, y kth image of image pair is Ck denotes the
curve in the image. The first and second terms represents
length, area of region curve which is calculated using
entropy based operations.

Region Representation
For region representation color histogram is defined
as i.e., g (w) = h. Basically histogram is occurrence of
number of gray levels in an image and a histogram is
generated by considering the probability of each colour’s
occurrence in the region. So that this histogram operation
will visually classify the objects in an image.
Foreground similarity measurement
Similarity measurement is very important task with
respect to segmenting objects from complex image pairs.
Here if the object has large pixel value then we will say
that foreground similarity is better and the difference
between the pixel values give boundary for the object.
Foreground similarity is done as follows
F (p, g(w)) = 𝑝 ′ −𝑝 ≤𝑝 ℎ(𝑝′)
Where |𝑝′ − 𝑝| denotes the distance between two
pixel color values p’ and p.
Analysis of Energy Function

Fig.2 Flow diagram of proposed model
After reading input image pairs the ground truth
masks are generated. The parameters are set to get better
results and setting the initial curve is done by fixed curve
method because this method is simple in terms of time

In order to analyse the proposed energy function we
assume that only the common objects in two images have
the same color. The curve energy is minimum when the
curve accurately separates common objects from images.
Otherwise, the curve energy increases. The optimization
of energy function is done to reduce the error rate whereas
a little increases in time complexity.

IV.

SIMULATION RESULTS
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The simulation is done using image database i.e.,
Microsoft Cambridge image databases and 256 object
categories. During the simulation process we first define
the initial curve using fixed or dynamic method. The level
set is used to define curve as rectangle i.e., considering
boundary pixels of image pair. The fixed initial curve
method is simple but bit error rate is compromising with
dynamic based curve setting method.

Fig.4 Segmented image pairs

(b) Ground truth masks

We selected Image pairs from image database i.e.,
Stone, Pvocmota, Amira, Kim, Iiama image pairs as
shown in fig.3 (a). In order to perform co segmentation
we generated ground truth masks for the respective
database images which are shown in fig.3 (b)
respectively.

The simulation is carried with number of iterations as
300 and it can vary based on the complexity of image
pairs like natural images. The parameters are set before
simulation as alpha1=0.0001 for curvature, iter= [300],
i.e. number of iteration, width= 1.2 for levet set band
determination, alpha2=15 for color band, delt=5 for initial
curve respectively. After that the parameters are saved for
comparison. Before doing co segmentation each image is
resized from 128x128 to 64x64 to get better performance
in terms of error rate and time cost.

Bit Error Rate

Fig.3 (a) Image pairs

We verified that the proposed algorithm will result more
accurate segmentation when compared with conventional
methods. After the co-segmentation process the error rate
is calculated. The error rate of an image is the ratio of the
number of in correct pixels to the total number of pixels
in the original image. A low error rate indicates accurate
co-segmentation. The segmented image pairs are shown
as in fig.4. The objects are extracted as shown with red
color curve.
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Fig.5 Bit error rates plotted for image data bases
The graph is drawn as bit error rate verses each image
pair and we observed from the as the bit error rate is
lower compared to previous methods as shown in above
fig.5.
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V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, the proposed model is an efficient co
segmentation algorithm to segment common objects from
multiple images. Here the proposed model includes
energy function by considering foreground similarity and
the background consistency. To represent a region a color
histogram is used for RGB color co-ordinate values.
Countering concept is helpful for defining curve. The Mat
lab simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
model can efficiently segment the objects from the image
pairs with reduced error rates than traditional co
segmentation methods.

VI.

FUTURE WORK

Mr. Virupakshappa B Biradar received the
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In the future we will further reduce error rate and
time cost to do co segmentation. And also we will other
region features. Planned to implement this co
segmentation algorithm on FPGA board.
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